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Abstract: Ti-Ni alloys are the most widely used among many other shape memory 
alloys. Despite of this fact, the characteristics of the thermoelastic martensite transfor- 
mation and the related shape memory mechanism have not been well understood, 
mainly by the lack of single crystal data. Recent results are reviewed on crystallographic 
aspects of the martensite and R-phase transformation, shape memory mechanism, 
control of transformation temperatures and deformation behaviour. New achievements 
concerning the influence of third elements on the transformation behavior, development 
of high temperature shape memory alloys and the influence of texture on the shape 
memory behavior are being discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the discovery of the shape memory effect (SME) in a Ti-Ni alloy in 1963 it became the 
most widely used Shape memory alloy (SMA) because it provides the best combination of 
material properties (1,2,3). The SME and related pseudoelasticity (PE) in Ti-Ni alloys is 
associated with their thermoelastic martensitic transformations. In fully annealed binary Ti-Ni 
alloys the B2 parent phase transforms directly to the B19' (monoclinic)-phase, the thermo- 
mechanically treated or thermal cycled Ti-Ni alloys -show a two-step transformation to trigonal 
R-phase (4,5,6) and to B19' phase (7,8,9). Addition of third elements as Cu can result in another 
two-step transformation B2 -+ B19 (orthorhombic) -+ B19' (10,11,12). The last transformation 
sequence is also observed in other ternary systems as NiTi Pd (13). 
In binary Ti-Ni alloys with nickel exceeding 50,5 at% the parent phase decomposes by slow 
cooling or by aging at lower temperatures after quenching from high temperatures. The 
decomposition products involve two metastable phases Ti3Ni4 and Ti2Ni3 and the stable TiNi3 
phase. The Ti3Ni4 phase is important for the SME behaviour, resulting in the all-round effect 
after constrained aging (14,lS). Not only excess of Ni or third elements can influence the 
transformation characteristics but also impurities like C, 0, N, and H as they might be 
introduced by the manufacturing process due to the high affinity of Ti to these elements (3,16) 
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Important crystallographic aspects related to the SME are the crystal structures of the R-phase 
and the martensites (17,18), the crystallography of the mechanism of transformation and self- 
accomodation. Recently, single crystals became available and made determination of accurate 
lattice parameter, lattice correspondence and lattice invariant shear possible (17,22). In practice 
the SMA will be in a polycrystalline state and therefore it is important to know about the 
anisotropic behaviour of these materials. A suitable texture can improve the memory response 
for desired applications (23,24). The ternary Ti-Ni-X alloys for the development of high 
temperature SMA's have attracted considerable attention in the past few years (25,28). This 
paper will discuss advances in recent investigations concerning the above mentioned aspects of 
martensite transformations in Ti-Ni(-X) alloys. 

2. TRANSFORMATION SEQUENCE AND CRYSTAL STRUCTLJRES. 
2.1 Transformation sequences. 
The parent phase in Ti-Ni alloys which has a CsC1-type B2 superlattice may transform martensi- 
tically to three different crystal structures. The transformation can follow different paths: 
B2 -+ monoclinic B19', B2 + (rhombohedral or) R-phase + B19', B2 -+ (orthorhombic) B19 -+ B19' 
and B2 -+ R + B19 -. (B19'). The sequence that will be followed is determined by several 
conditions (32): 

1. Variation of Ni content [2] 
2. Thermomechanical treatment (cold work + annealing below recrystallization tempe- 

ratures) (34,36) 
3. Ageing after solution treatment (9,15,35) 
4. Thermal cycling (24,33) 
5. Substitution of alloying elements (as Cu, Pd, Pt) (11,12,13) 

Fully annealed Ti-Ni alloy will transform from B2 -* B19'. Under certain conditions the B2 lattice 
changes to an incommensurate phase (without changing the lattice) and subsequently transforms 
to the R-phase by elongating along any of the < 111 > directions of the B2 lattice. Finally the R- 
phase (or B2-phase) transforms to either the BI~' or the B19 phase. (The incomensurate phase 
falls outside the scope of this paper and will not be discussed). 
It is now well established that in Ni rich (>50,5 at %Ni) Ti-Ni alloys diffusional transformations 
take place during aging or slow cooling from high temperature. 
The precipitation sequence can be written as B2 -t T3N4 (metastable) + Ti2Ni3 (metastable) + 

TiNis (stable). The temperature decomposition scheme is best illustrated in the T-T-T-diagram 
of fig.l 
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Fig.1 T-T-T-diagram describing the precipitation behaviour for Ti-52Ni (14). 



The T3N4 phase (also called X-phase) forms homogeneously in the early stages of aging at low 
temperatures, coherent with the matrix, as fine platelets (15). Ti2Ni3 forms at higher temperatu- 
res inhomogeneously as long platelike precipitates within the grain on blocky shapes on grain 
boundaries (37). The T i m  and TiNis are considered to be detrimental for the shape memory 
properties. 

2.2 Crystal structures. 

The crystal structure of the B19' monoclinic martensite has been controversial for a long time 
due to lack of single crystal data. Kudoh at a1 (18) eventually succeeded in producing a single 
crystal of Ti-49,2 at %Ni alloy by a strain-anneal method and making a single crystal of 
martensite by stress-induced transformation. The structure is monoclinic and belongs to the 
space group P21/m. They determined the lattice parameters to be a=0.2898, b=0.4108, 
c = 0.4646 nrn and 13 = 97,78" which is slightly different from those earlier reported particularly 
with respect to l.3 (18,38). The complicated atomic shuffles (not parallel to the basal phase) 
results in a three dimensional close-packed structure. The exact atomic positions calculated by 
Kudoh et.al. are for Ti: (0,0,0) and (0,1648, 0,5, 0,5672) and for Ni: (0,6196, 0, 0,4588) and 
(0,5452, 0,5, 0, 0,1084). 

Accuracy of the structure analysis was evaluated by the reliability factor R = 
2 IFo - Fc I1 

IF, I 
Fo and F, are the observed and calculated structure factors. R = 4.5% is obtained which is 
below the 10% for accurate analysis. The lattice parameters have been proved to be compositi- 
on dependent (18,22,23). In different Ti-Ni-X alloys the Bain distortion is more or less the 
same. The atomic shuffles involved, however, are different resulting in size difference of the 
unit cells. These differences might originate from changes in electronic structure. These are 
sensitive to atomic location of the third element. The site occupancy is determined recently by 
the ALCHEMI technique(22,46). How these results affect Ms temperature and R-phase 
transformation should still be clarified. 
Alloying Ti-Ni with X=Cu, Pd, Pt etc. changes the structure of the martensite into the orthor- 
hombic B19 structure. In the case of Cu additions above 10% the lattice parameters do not vary 
and are close to those of binary Ti-Ni, except that P =90°. For Ti-Ni-loCu the lattice parameters 
were: a = 0.2881, b = 0.4279 and c = 0.45 15 nrn. The R-phase can appear in binary Ti-Ni and some 
Ti-Ni-X alloys preceding the formation of B19' or B19 martensite. It is a rhombohedra1 
distortion of the B2 parent lattice along the < l l l > p  direction as illustrated in fig.2. 

(a) 8 2  (b) R-phase 

Fig. 2. Unit cell of parent BZ and R-phase. 
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It can be expressed by a hexagonal unit cell with lattice parameters a =  0.738 and c = 0.532 nrn. It 
belongs to the space group P31/m. The orientation relationship between R-phase and parent is 
(1ll)p // (0001)h and <211 > p  // < 100> h. The three dimensional lattice of the R-phase has 
been proposed from electron diffraction patterns, accounting for the observed (110) and {loo) 
B2 twins in the R-phase, with the atomic shuffles involved in the B2 -, R transformation. 
However these shuffles do not explain fully the observed '/s reflections (22,43). Recently Fukuda 
et, al, showed by insitu TEM that R-phase is formed by a nucleation and growth process 
confirming the first order character of the transformation (40). They also showed that the R 
phase can nucleate on a single dislocation whereas martensite can not due to the large 
transformation shape change compared to the strain around a single dislocation. Important to 
note is the temperature dependence of the lattice parameter which has a second order 
character. The reason for this discrepancy is not known yet. The crystal structure of the X-phase 
is rhombohedral within the space group R-3. The lattice parameters are a=0.6704 nm and 
cr = 113.85. The orientation relationship between X-phase and parent (B2) is (loo), // (142), 
and [OOl], // [012], (23,41). The habit plane of the precipitate is {111)B,. ((OOl), in hexagonal 
indices). The strain fields produced by the coherent X-phase are important in producing the 
allround shape memory effect (15). 

2.3 Martensitic transformations. 

Martensite is fonned from the parent phase in such a way that their interface becomes an 
undistorted plane (habit plane) in order to minimize the strain energy. In order to form such a 
martensite variant (habit-plane variant) it is necessary to introduce a lattice invariant shear like 
twins, stacking faults or dislocations. In shape memory alloys the lattice invariant shear is 
generally twinning, which is reversible. The crystallography of the martensitic transformation is 
well understood by the phenomenological crystallographic theories (3,29,30). Recently Otsuka 
re-examined the crystallography of thermoelastic martenstic transformations taking the theory of 
deformation twinning, developed by Bilby and Crocker as a basis when considering the invariant 
shear (17). 
The transformation modes can be described by the following five twinning elements: Kl 
(invariant shear plane), K2 (another undistorted plane), ql (direction of shear), v2 (intersection 
of K, and the plane of shear which is the plane normal to K, containing r),) and the twinning 
shear S. When the parent lattice is distorted by the shearing process three different shearing 
modes can occur: Type I, Type I1 and compound twinning. These are illustrated in Table 1. 

Table 1. Twinning of Ti-Ni martensite (42) 

Twinning mode K,  n- s Sol.' Ref. 

(TTI) (I i I) [0.54043 0.45957 I ]  (0.24695 0.50611 I )  [z i I] 0.30961 yes (10) 
Type J (1 1 I) [E 0.45957 11 (0.24695 0.50611 1) [2 1 11 0.30961 yes (10) 
(1111 (1 ! 1) [1.51172 0.51172 I ]  (0.66875 0.33750 I) (2 I] 0.14222 no (13) 

Type 1 (1 1 1) (1.511720.5117211 (0.66875timT61) [2 1 I] 0.14222 no (13) 
(011) (0 I 1) [1.57271 I i ]  (0.72053 1 T) [O I 11 0.28040 yes ( 9) 

Type 1 (0 1 1) 11.57271 1 I ]  (0.72053 1 1) [0 1 I] 0.28040 yes (9) 

(01 I >  (0.72053 I i) I0 1 11 (0 1 1) [1.57271 I i ]  0.28040 yes (lo) 
Type II (0.72053 1 1) I0 111 (0 1 1 )  11.57271 1 11 0.28040 yes (10) 

Compound (0 0 1) [I 0 01 (1 0 0) [0 0 11 0.23848 no (10) 
(1 0 0) [o 0 11 (0 0 1) [I 0 01 0.23848 no present 

* Existence of a solution for the phenomenological crystallographic theory. 



The habit plane is formed to make the energy of the interface between parent and martensite 
phase nearly zero. Since the martensite transformation is accompanied by a large shear strain, 
martensite variants form a self-accomodating group in order to minimize the macroscopic shape 
change. The formation of these self-accomodating morphologies in Ti-Ni were not well under- 
stood. It is only recently that from single crystal work the self-accomodating morphologies 
associated with the R-phase as well as the martensite are fully analyzed. The R-phase variants 
form a cross-marked self-accomodating morphology consisting of four variants. The twinning 
planes were established as (110) and {loo) which combine variants with twinning relationship. 
The resulting shape strain was nearly zero (6,8,40,43). See Figure 3. 

Figure 3. Self-accomodation in R-phase. 1, 2, 3, 4. R-phase variants (40). 

For the B19' martensite 12 correspondences exist with the parent B2-phase. A martensite variant 
is formed by combining two of the 12 lattice correspondences resulting in 24 martensite 
variants. The observations show that 3 or 4 martensite variants, forming a self-accomodating 
group, cluster around one of the three (001) B2 poles. The other available possibilities, either 
(011) or {Ill), have not been observed. The observed twinning modes in these groups are 
< 011 >, Type I1 and {OOl), Type I compound twin. The calculated shape strains are very small 
although non-zero. There are thus 48 possible combinations in all to form such a triangular 
morphology. 
Otsuka showed that <011> Type I1 twinning is the lattice invariant shear by which excellent 
agreement is found between experiment and theory. In Ti-Ni alloys (11-I), Type I twinning was 
found generally but after careful1 analysis of electron diffraction patterns Knowles and Smith 
(44) proved that Type I1 twinning is also one of the lattice invariant shears. However recent 
TEM and HREM work of Onda et al. (42) showed that in polycrystalline material the (11-1) 
Type I twinning is also a lattice invariant shear (47). Additionally they found a new type if 
twinning: a (100) Type I or compound twin. The phenomenological theory does not show any 
solution for (100) compound twin which is a conjugate to the (001) compound twin. They 
therefore interpreted it as a deformation twin introduced as a result of elastic interactions 
during the martensitic transformation. 
In Ni-Ti-Zr alloys B19' martensite is formed. The monoclinic angle 6 is increasing with 
increasing Zr content up to 6= 104" at 20 at% Zr. The twinning elements found in these alloys 
were (Oll), Type I twinning and (OOl), compound twinning. No (11-I), Type I and [Oll] Type 
I1 twinning were found (48). 
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Other martensite structures have been found recently in TEM with different orthorhombic 
lattices which might be a thin foil effect (45,46). 

Recently Saburi (11) reported the self-accomodating morphology in the Ti-Ni-Cu alloy, the 
lattice correspondence being [001]p + [100],, [I,-1,0]p -+ [OlO], [110]p -* [OOl],. In this case 
there are six equivalent lattice correspondences between the orthorhombic B19 martensite and 
the B2 parent phase. The six variants of the B19 are twin-related to each other with either of the 
two types of twinning modes: (111) [211] Type I and (011) [Oll] compound twin. The self- 
accomodating morphology is shown in Figure 4 where variants 2-4 have a twin relation (Ill), 
[211], and variants 3-4 twin relation (Oll), [Oil],. No (010) twin plane did exist for the 
orthorhombic lattice. One of the principal lattice distortions is unity and therefore satisfies the 
condition for an undistorted plane to exist in the transformation, so no additional lattice 
invariant shear is required. This explains why no internal defects have been observed in the 
martensite plates in early stages of the transformation. 

roo11 . 

(a) 

Figure 4. a) Self-accomodation in the Bl9-martensite. b) View from [111]p orientation (11). 

2.4 Shape memory mechanism. 

Each martensite variant forming a habit plane generally consists of two correspondence variants 
having a twinning relationship with each other. The correspondence variant of the R-phase 
however forms one habit plane variant in Ti-Ni. Each habit plane variant is connected to an 
other variant by a twinning plane. On loading, these twin planes will move easily at a relatively 
low stress resulting in the most favourable martensite or R-phase variant. The movement of the 
twin planes within the variant results in the most favourable correspondence variant. In this way 
the maximum recoverable strain is attained. The maximum recoverable strain is calculated with 
the help of the lattice distortion and the shear component parallel to the basal plane of the 
martensite. The representation of these calculations are given in Figure 5. 
The calculated values in Figure 5 for the recoverable strab are predictions for a single crystal. 



Figure 5. Calculated maximum recoverable strain for (a) R-phase (Ti-Ni), (b) 319 (Ti-40Ni- 
10Cu) and (c) B19' (Ti-Ni) martensite formation 

2.5 Grainsize and texture effects. 

Saburi et a1 1501 have shown by tensile testing that single crystals of Ti 50.5Ni do not show 
pseudoelasticity at any temperature whereas polycrystalline specimens show complete pseudoe- 
lasticity above Af. Reduction of grainsize seems to be very effective in technological materials to 
improve pseudoelastic and other mechanical properties of SMA's. Grainrefining by RS- or PM- 
technologies is chalenging. 

Most of the shape memory materials for technical use are in polycrystalline state. Most 
production techniques produce a preferred orientation in the fine grained material. The 
predicted maximum recoverable strains for different martensite single crystals are shown in 
fig.5. The recoverable contractions for monoclinic martensite in binary Ti-Ni are: 4.2% along 
[OOl], 5.2% along [Oil] and 3.6% along [Ill] (9). 
This knowledge can help in explaining the effect of texture on the memory capacity of 
polycrystalline materials. The textures found in hot rolled and recrystallized material produced 
by casting or rapid solidification were described as (112) < 110>p or (110) < 1-1 O>p (51,52). 
Recently Mulder et a1 determined the texture of cold rolled 50.8Ti-Ni alloy as (110) < 1-1 O>p 
by X-ray diffraction (36) as well as the influence of thermal fatigue on texture (24). Generally 
more than one texture will be observed depending on the amount of deformation which effect 
the final recoverable strains. This is illustrated in fig.6 where the anistropy of the Schmid factor 
is calculated using [Oll] type I1 twinning. 
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Fig.6 a) Theoretical anisotropy of maximum transformation strain for (110)[1-10]p and (22-1) 
[I-1 O]p texture. 

b) Anisotropy of the Schmid factor for induction of the most favourable habit plane 
variants. 

The results showed that directions near the transverse direction of a rolled sheet are most 
favourable for thermal fatigue behaviour with low creep rate and small memory loss. The 
development of "two-way" memory is slow in this direction. More precise measurements of the 
texture evolution in various processing techniques in order to predict the memory characteristics 
of the produced material by modelling are needed. 

2.6. Ternary Ti-Ni-X alloys. 

Recently within this group of materials those suitable for high temperature applications have 
received increasing attention. Particularly the Ti-Ni-(Zr, Hf) (25,48) and the Ti-Ni-(Pd, Pt, Au) 
(26,27,28) were investigated. For the (Zr, Hf) alloys monoclinic martensites have been observed 
with an increasing monoclinic angle as shown together with the M, variation with Zr-content in 
fig.7. 

Zr content (at%) Zr content (at%) 

Fig 7. Ti-Ni-Zr. Lattice parameter and transformation temperatures as a function of Zr content. 



In a Ni47Th3Hf20 alloy with As=208OC, Wu showed a recovery rate up to 2.5% induced strain. 
Although Zr and Hf have similar behaviour, they reported the martensite structure as orthor- 
hombic B19 in contrast to the monoclinic B19' in Ti-Ni-Zr alloys. 

The twinning elements ( 0 1 1 ) ~  type I and ( 0 0 1 ) ~  compound twins have been identified in TEM 
suggesting that ( 0 0 1 ) ~  is the lattice invariant shear. 

In the case of X=Pd,Pt or Au, Lindquist (26,27) showed for Pd and Pt contents above 20 at% 
the presence of orthorhombic B19 martensite with internal ( -111)~  twins. M, temperatures 
varied from RT to 560°C (for Pd) and 1040°C (for Pt). A negative volume change of 0-0.7% was 
determined. In a Ti50Ni40Aulo alloy Wu et a1 (53) reported monoclinic martensite with ( -111)~ 
internal twins. The presence of other twinning systems was not confirmed. Recently Goldberg 
(28) characterized the SME capabilities of TisoNi~Pd30 alloy with Ms = 245°C. They observed 
a shape memory strain up to 4% obtained after 7% deformation at 170°C. 
More precise measurements of the crystallography of the martensites in these alloys and 
extensive characterization is needed before the applicability of these promising alloy systems 
can be confirmed. 
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